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Amazing Art Adventures gathers together hundreds
of exciting, unexpected and memorable art
experiences from around the world.
Discover the amazing adventures of heroes and
monsters. The Children's Book of Mythical Beasts
and Magical Monsters is the latest in the series that
includes the successful Children's Book of Art and
Children's Book of Music. From early Aboriginal
dreamtime to the legends of the Aztecs, this
colourful and vibrant introduction to myths will help
your child to discover storytelling from different
cultures. All the classic myths are retold in the
Children's Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical
Monsters. Eyecatching pages introduce your child to
epic tales such as Theseus and the Minotaur and the
rise and fall of Atlantis. It's a mythical and magical
tour not to be missed.
This intriguing and captivating introduction to the
culturally diverse world of mythology features
stunning photos of masks, jewelry, and sculptures,
offing a unique eyewitness view of mythological gods
and creatures. Includes a clip-art CD. Full color.
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who like to browse for information. The format is
appealing, especially the use of captioned
illustrations surrounding the brief text. Art,
architecture, politics, home life, work, & war are
among the topics presented. Timeline & index. Part
of the Eyewitness Books series.
Mythos is a modern collection of Greek myths,
stylishly retold by legendary writer, actor, and
comedian Stephen Fry. Fry transforms the
adventures of Zeus and the Olympians into
emotionally resonant and deeply funny stories,
without losing any of their original wonder. This
stunning book features classical artwork inspired by
the myths, as well as learned notes from the author.
• Each adventure is infused with Fry's distinctive wit,
voice, and writing style • Connoisseurs of the Greek
myths will appreciate this fresh-yet-reverential
interpretation, while newcomers will feel welcome •
Retellings brim with humor and emotion and offer
rich cultural context Celebrating the thrills, grandeur,
and unabashed fun of the Greek myths, Mythos
breathes life into ancient tales—from Pandora's box
to Prometheus's fire. This gorgeous volume invites
you to explore a captivating world with the brilliant
storyteller Stephen Fry as your guide. • A collectible
volume complete with a textured case, a foilstamped jacket, and full-color art throughout • The
perfect gift for Greek mythology and history buffs,
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lovers of ancient Greece, art aficionados, and
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devoted fans of Stephen Fry • Add it to the shelf with
books like Circe by Madeline Miller, Norse Mythology
by Neil Gaiman, and Mythology: Timeless Tales of
Gods and Heroes by Edith Hamilton
Having a dad who writes articles for travel journals in
pretty cool. Grace and Jaden get to tag along on
many business trips. They get to see beautiful
countries and experience amazing trips, hikes, food,
and friends. Grace and Jaden's dad is on
assignment in Greece and they get to tag along!
Greece is filled with so much beauty and mythology.
Grace is excited to explore the country but becomes
a little nervous once she learns they will spend a few
days on a boat to explore the islands. Things get a
little scary as they travel through caves, ruined cities,
and experience a storm at sea. What trouble will
Jaden get in to here? Can Grace get over her fear of
the ocean in order to enjoy the trip? Adventure
books with longer, complex sentences, rich
vocabulary, and minimal illustrations are perfect for
fluent readers. - Explores cultures and countries
around the world - Addresses social issues such as
friendships, family, and growing up - Extensive back
matter
A beautifully illustrated collection of nonfiction stories
featuring the many wonders that exist in the night
sky. Beginning with a sunset and ending at dawn,
Through the Night Sky shines a light on the magical
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astronomy book that focuses on eye-popping facts
and figures about the universe, Through the Night
Sky features a series of incredible stories that take
place in the sky at night. Track a colony of bats as
they fly through the twilight to pollinate the flowers of
the mysterious baobab tree, follow a family into the
wilderness to gaze at the constellations, watch
whales swimming through chilly Arctic waters under
the gentle glow of the Northern Lights, then chart the
journey of a ship navigating by the stars. Through
the Night Sky is a beautiful book that spans a wide
range of subjects, including everything from
nocturnal animals or revelers watching fireworks
illuminate the night, to celestial objects such as the
moon, planets, stars, and meteor showers--all under
the vast night sky.
The Caldecott medal-winning d'Aulaires once again
captivate their young audience with this beautifully
illustrated introduction to Norse legends, telling
stories of Odin the All-father, Thor the Thunder-god
and the theft of his hammer, Loki the mischievous
god of the Jotun Race, and Ragnarokk, the destiny
of the gods. Children meet Bragi, the god of poetry,
and the famous Valkyrie maidens, among other
gods, goddesses, heroes, and giants. Illustrations
throughout depict the wondrous other world of Norse
folklore and its fantastical Northern landscape.
For the first time ever, DC collects the best Wonder
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Amazon Princess fought for justice against spy rings,
robots, hidden societies of evil, supernatural beings, and
much more. Plus, a female reporter uncovers Diana’s
greatest secrets on a trip to Paradise Island. Collects
material from Wonder Woman #45, #50, #60, #66, #72,
#76, #80, #90, #94-95, #98-101, #103, #105, #107, and
#108; All Star Comics #56-57; and Sensation Comics
#97-100.
Discover the amazing adventures of gods, heroes and
magical beasts in extraordinary stories from around the
world
Additional series numbering from publisher's website.
Winner, New Apple 2017 Official Selection for Fantasy
Finalist, Independent Author Network Book Of The Year
Kingdoms were lost, and races forgotten. Across the
countless span of time, a threat rises, heralding the end
of man's rule and laying to waste those who defiled its
mistress. It is known as the Severaine: a power that
could bring even the Gods themselves to their knees.
Our heroes had been tasked to save the world, yet by
their hand it was plunged into peril. But fate will not
relinquish its hold on the ones who are chosen.
Creatures once forced into slumber rise, their cries
heralding a new dawn as the Severaine awakens. Its
sole purpose is to purge and remake the world. To stop
such a power seems impossible. As paths once closed
reopen, whispered tales speak of hope... but only to
those willing to listen. Readers Favorite 2017 Award for
Dystopian Literary Titan award 2020 This is the large
print edition of The Severaine, with a larger font /
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With dark magic invading the land, Akori must seek out
wicked demon-boy Oba's Underworld palace and find
the terrifying creature stalking his nightmares - the
bloodthirsty Baboon God.
Discover myths from all over the world alongside Wonder
Woman's amazing adventures. & lt;br/ & gt;Stunning
photographs combine with lively illustrations and
engaging, age-appropriate stories in DK READERS, a
multilevel reading programme guaranteed to capture
children's interest while developing their reading skills
and general knowledge.
An in-depth history of science, primarily covering the
1930s, from Superman to Olaf Stapledon’s Star Maker.
The book examines science fiction literature, art, cinema,
and comics, and the impact of culture, philosophy,
science, technology, and futures studies on the
development of science fiction. Further, the book
describes the influence of science fiction on human
society and the evolution of future consciousness. Other
key figures discussed include apek, Hamilton, “Doc”
Smith, Campbell, Lovecraft, C. A. Smith, and Williamson.
The myths of six Greek heroes are told in a simple,
straightforward style. "This is the authors' answer to the
need they found in their teaching experience for easy
versions of Greek hero tales, and the result is most
successful . . . vigorous and appealing. Included are
Hercules, Perseus, Theseus, Orpheus, Meleager, and
Jason." -- School Library Journal, starred review
Stories have been told on every continent since the dawn of
time, and some have lasted for thousands of years, becoming
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educate and fascinate by creating amazing worlds and
inhabiting them with wondrous feats of heroics and dastardly
deeds of evil. Children's Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical
Monsters gives children the opportunity to discover these
stories, and encourages them to understand storytelling from
different cultures.
Collects myths and legends from ancient Egypt, ancient
Greece, Ireland, and other countries and civilizations on such
topics as growth and rebirth, love and marriage, heroic deeds,
and death and endings.
IMAGINE SANDALS ON YOUR FEET, A SWORD IN YOUR
HAND, HOT SUN BEATING DOWN ON YOUR BRONZE
HELMET. ENTER THE WORLD OF STEPHEN FRY'S
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER, HEROES In this companion
to his bestselling Mythos, Stephen Fry gloriously retells the
epic myths of the Greek heroes - which will be loved by young
and old alike. 'An odyssey through Greek mythology. Brilliant
. . . all hail Stephen Fry' Daily Mail ___________ Few mere
mortals have ever embarked on such bold and heart-stirring
adventures, overcome myriad monstrous perils, or outwitted
scheming vengeful gods, quite as stylishly and triumphantly
as Greek heroes. In this companion to his bestselling Mythos,
Stephen Fry brilliantly retells these dramatic, funny, tragic and
timeless tales. Join Jason aboard the Argo as he quests for
the Golden Fleece. See Atalanta - who was raised by bears outrun any man before being tricked with golden apples.
Witness wily Oedipus solve the riddle of the Sphinx and
discover how Bellerophon captures the winged horse
Pegasus to help him slay the monster Chimera. Filled with
white-knuckle chases and battles, impossible puzzles and
riddles, acts of base cowardice and real bravery, not to
mention murders and selfless sacrifices, Heroes is the story
of what we mortals are truly capable of - at our worst and our
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Fry is at his story-telling best . . . the gods will be pleased'
Times 'Assured and engaging. The pace is lively, the jokes
are genuinely funny' Guardian 'An Olympian feat. The gods
seem to be smiling on Fry - his myths are definitely a hit'
Evening Standard 'Just as delightful and difficult to put down
as the first. Heroes makes the stories relatable without
skimping on the gory details, or sacrificing the truths of the
myth. It's rich, it's funny and you'll feel like you've learned a
lot' Herald ___________ If you like the sound of Heroes,
you'll love Mythos - Fry's first foray into the enthralling world
of Greek mythology. Praise for Mythos: 'Ebullient and funny'
Times 'Entertaining and edifying' Daily Telegraph 'A rollicking
good read' Independent 'The Greek gods of the past become
relatable as pop culture, modern literature and music are
woven throughout. Joyfully informal yet full of the literary
legacy' Guardian
A unique retelling of Greek mythological tales featuring love,
betrayal, murder and ruthless ambitions—for fans of George
R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones. Discover six classic Greek
myths in this exciting retelling that paints both famous and
lesser-known characters in a whole new light. Follow the likes
of Odysseus, Lamia, Bellerophon, Icarus, Medusa and
Artemis as their fates are revealed through bloody trials, gutwrenching betrayals, sinister motives and broken hearts. With
an accessible writing style that delves into the thoughts,
feelings, desires, and motivations of every character, these
mythical figures and their compelling stories will resonate with
readers as they are guided through perilous and tragic
adventures. Greek Mythology Explained provides an in-depth
analysis of each story told as it unravels the greater themes
and valuable lessons hidden within each chapter. Inside
these pages, you’ll . . . Sail with Odysseus as he navigates
through the straits of Messina with a terrifying monster on
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Lamia’s world turned upside down as she loses her kingdom,
her children and her humanity. Journey with Bellerophon as
he battles the Chimera and becomes the hero that he was
destined to be. Take flight with Icarus and Daedalus as they
escape their confinement and the Cretan navy. Follow
Medusa as she loses faith in the gods and becomes the
monster she so adamantly wished to protect her people from.
Experience the love between Artemis and Orion, as well as
the bitter jealousy it spawns at the core of her brother Apollo.
This is a fun classic book for the whole family to enjoy. It's
proven the test of time and is relevant even in this day and
age. Your kids will be excited as you read it to them before
they go to bed. In these books, the young German
protagonist, Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Von Troomp, better
known as Baron Trump, with a brain so big that his head has
grown to twice the normal size, travels around and under the
globe with his dog Bulger, meeting residents of as-of-yet
undiscovered lands before arriving back home at Castle
Trump. Ingersoll Lockwood is particularly known today for his
Baron Trump children's novels. However, he wrote other
children's novels, as well as the dystopian novel, 1900: or;
The Last President, a play, and several non-fiction works. He
wrote some of his non-fiction under the pseudonym Irwin
Longman.
At birth, Hermes, son of Zeus and the Nymph Maia, says his
first word: "Gimme!" In this brilliant, hilarious graphic novel
about the mischievous, fun-loving messenger of the gods,
Caldecott Medal winner Mordicai Gerstein, transports
classical mythology to the 21st century. "The world!" the
newly born Hermes says. "It's even better than I expected! I
love it! I want it all!" This book is filled with joy, exuberance,
and humor. On his first day of life, Hermes manages to trick a
turtle into surrendering its shell and a ram into surrendering
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manages to steal his brother Apollo's precious cows, but later
redeems himself by outwitting the giant brothers Otus and
Ephialtes, who have kidnapped Mars. These adventures and
more, all derived from classical mythology, are told with great
humor as well as a twenty-first century sensibility by the
colossally talented Mordicai Gerstein. The art in this graphic
novel is truly spectacular, with 250 illustrations, executed by a
master artist and filled with unique humor. A Bank Street Best
Book of the Year
This collection contains more than 30 enthralling new
retellings of favorite myths as well as some you might not
have heard before! Including Theseus and the Minotaur, The
Twelve Labors of Heracles, and the escapades of Jason and
the Argonauts, each myth is told in engaging modern
language, which is easy for children to understand yet still
retains the humor and intrigue of the original tales. Stunning
illustrations by multi-award winning artist Katie Ponder
breathe new life into each classic story. Additional feature
pages delve deeper into the mythical world, providing profiles
of the gods. The reference section provides key background
information, such as Ancient Greek storytelling and the
incredible beasts of the myths, and a pronunciation guide.
Greek Myths is the perfect gift, featuring foil on the cover and
beautiful illustrations throughout. Children will love exploring
the tales by themselves or as bedtime stories. It will be
treasured forever.
Myths are usually seen as stories from the depths of time—fun
and fantastical, but no longer believed by anyone. Yet, as
Philip Ball shows, we are still writing them—and still living
them—today. From Robinson Crusoe and Frankenstein to
Batman, many stories written in the past few centuries are
commonly, perhaps glibly, called “modern myths.” But Ball
argues that we should take that idea seriously. Our stories of
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doing the kind of cultural work that the ancient myths once
did. Through the medium of narratives that all of us know in
their basic outline and which have no clear moral or
resolution, these modern myths explore some of our deepest
fears, dreams, and anxieties. We keep returning to these
tales, reinventing them endlessly for new uses. But what are
they really about, and why do we need them? What myths
are still taking shape today? And what makes a story become
a modern myth? In The Modern Myths, Ball takes us on a
wide-ranging tour of our collective imagination, asking what
some of its most popular stories reveal about the nature of
being human in the modern age.

Discover the Amazing World and Compelling
Mythology of the Ancient Greeks! No matter how
much time has passed, the stories told by the
Ancient Greek people still have relevance today!
Have you ever wished you were more educated on
the myths of Ancient and Classical Greece? Greek
Mythology takes you on an amazing journey of
discovery, as you learn about the Titans, Olympians,
and Heroes of old. You'll learn how the primordial
forces came together to shape the world. You'll also
learn the fascinating tales of how the Titans clashed
with each other and the Olympians that came after
them. Also, you'll learn about the heroic adventures
of the mighty Heracles! This interesting book
includes information on over 25 different characters
of Ancient Greek mythology. You can search for your
favorite names, and learn all about their legendary
lives and accomplishments.
You'll also find out what
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the ancient legends of Zeus, Athena, Heracles, and
many others! Download GREEK MYTHOLOGY Discovering Greek Mythology (Ancient Greece,
Titans, Gods, Zeus, Hercules) NOW to find out about
this fascinating culture and its enrapturing
mythology! You'll be so glad you did!
This colorfully illustrated multicultural children's book
presents Chinese fairy tales and other folk
stories—providing insight into a vibrant literary
culture. Chinese Myths and Legends is a delightful
collection of seven classic Chinese stories that make
for great reading adventures. From the stories of
Pan Gu and Nu Wo, creators of the world, to Bai SuTzin, a snake who took on human form and found
true love, this mesmerizing book includes myths of
creation, mortality, and love. More than just a
Chinese children's storybook, Chinese Myths and
Legends also explores the origins of each tale, as
well as its impact on Chinese culture and history,
inviting you and the children you love to enjoy the
many layers of meaning. The included pronunciation
guide, as well as information for further reading,
makes this a perfect tool for educators, librarians,
and parents.
Get the facts about how our planet's climate is
changing and what the consequences will be. This
essential guide explores Earth's climate, past and
present, giving you the facts and figures behind one
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we can all do to make a difference. Eyewitness
Climate Change explains why human activities are
making the planet heat up--and how we know for
sure that this is the case. The ebook explores the
effects of the changing climate, from more frequent
hurricanes and wildfires to melting ice caps and
rising sea levels. It shows how scientists predict how
the climate will change in the future and what actions
we can all take to combat climate change. Stunning
photographs offer a unique "eyewitness" view of the
dramatic changes that are affecting the weather, the
environment, and the way we lead our lives. With a
groundbreaking visual approach and clear, childfriendly text, Eyewitness books have been trusted
favorites of parents, teachers, and school-age
children since 1985. Now the series is having an
exciting makeover, with a fresh new look, new
photographs, updated information, and a new
"eyewitness" feature--fascinating first-hand accounts
from experts in the field. Perfectly conceived for
younger readers and packed with pictures, stories, ata-glance infographics, and so much more, let
Eyewitness be your expert guide to a world that is
always changing.
"I doubt I would have grown up to be the writer and
artist I became had I not fallen in love with
D’Aulaire’s Book of Greek Myths at the age of
seven."—R. J. Palacio, author of Wonder Kids can
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learning important cultural history in this beloved
classic collection of Greek mythology. Now updated
with a new cover and an afterword featuring neverbefore-published drawings from the sketchbook of
Ingri and Edgar D'Aulaire, plus an essay about their
life and work and photos from the family achive. In
print for over fifty years, D'Aulaires Book of Greek
Myths has introduced generations to Greek
mythology—and continues to enthrall young readers.
Here are the greats of ancient Greece—gods and
goddesses, heroes and monsters—as freshly
described in words and pictures as if they were alive
today. No other volume of Greek mythology has
inspired as many young readers as this timeless
classic. Both adults and children alike will find this
book a treasure for years to come.
Mythological Adventures: Dragons will take you on
an amazing journey to encounter these legendary
creatures. Mythological Adventures: Dragons offers
a unique learning experience for kids as they get the
chance to meet different dragons face-to-face.
They'll have fun learning while they encounter
Western and Eastern dragons—large and small,
gentle and fierce—with vibrant illustrations and
fascinating facts. Then, kids can build a diorama of
their very own and add to the fantastical world of
dragons. - This unique kit includes a book full of
colorful illustrations and intriguing facts about
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reusable stickers. -Explore the world of dragons and
learn everything you need to know about these
mythological creatures. Mythological Adventures:
Dragons will take you on an amazing journey to
discover the secrets of dragon lore.
"A publisher in New York asked me to write down
what I know about the Greek gods, and I was like,
Can we do this anonymously? Because I don't need
the Olympians mad at me again. But if it helps you to
know your Greek gods, and survive an encounter
with them if they ever show up in your face, then I
guess writing all this down will be my good deed for
the week." So begins Percy Jackson's Greek Gods,
in which the son of Poseidon adds his own
magic--and sarcastic asides--to the classics. He
explains how the world was created, then gives
readers his personal take on a who's who of
ancients, from Apollo to Zeus. Percy does not hold
back. "If you like horror shows, blood baths, lying,
stealing, backstabbing, and cannibalism, then read
on, because it definitely was a Golden Age for all
that." Dramatic full-color illustrations throughout by
Caldecott Honoree John Rocco make this volume--a
must for home, library, and classroom shelves--as
stunning as it is entertaining.
Travel back in time with this picture-led guide and
explore the magnificent monuments and fabulous
tombs of ancient Egypt. This book takes you through
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civilizations. You will venture inside pyramids and
gaze upon the faces of mummies, come face-to-face
with pharaohs such as Rameses the Great and
Tutankhamun and sail down the Nile to the fabulous
cities of Memphis and Thebes. Eyewitness Ancient
Egypt brings the rich and powerful Eyptian kingdoms
back to life in all their glory. This museum in a book
uses striking full-colour photographs and illustrations
of awe-inspiring tombs, crumbling papyruses, cryptic
hieroglyphics, glittering jewellery and much more
along with amazing facts, infographics, statistics,
and timelines to reveal this civilization's secrets as
never before. Part of DK's best-selling Eyewitness
series, which is now getting an exciting makeover,
this popular title has been reinvigorated for the next
generation of information-seekers and stay-at-home
explorers, with a fresh new look, new photographs,
updated information, and a new "eyewitness feature
- fascinating first-hand accounts from experts in the
field.
Percy is confused. When he awoke after his long
sleep, he didn't know much more than his name. His
brain-fuzz is lingering, even after the wolf Lupa told
him he is a demigod and trained him to fight.
Somehow Percy managed to make it to the camp for
half-bloods, despite the fact that he had to
continually kill monsters that, annoyingly, would not
stay dead. But the camp doesn't ring any bells with
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him. Hazel is supposed to be dead. When she lived
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before, she didn't do a very good job of it. When the
Voice took over her mother and commanded Hazel
to use her "gift" for an evil purpose, Hazel couldn't
say no. Now, because of her mistake, the future of
the world is at risk.
A highly readable and beautifully illustrated re-telling of the
most famous stories from Greek mythology. The Greek Myths
contains some of the most thrilling, romantic, and
unforgettable stories in all human history. From Achilles
rampant on the fields of Troy, to the gods at sport on Mount
Olympus; from Icarus flying too close to the sun, to the
superhuman feats of Heracles, Theseus, and the wily
Odysseus, these timeless tales exert an eternal fascination
and inspiration that have endured for millennia and influenced
cultures from ancient to modern. Beginning at the dawn of
human civilization, when the Titan Prometheus stole fire from
Zeus and offered mankind hope, the reader is immediately
immersed in the majestic, magical, and mythical world of the
Greek gods and heroes. As the tales unfold, renowned
classicist Robin Waterfield, joined by his wife, writer Kathryn
Waterfield, creates a sweeping panorama of the romance,
intrigues, heroism, humour, sensuality, and brutality of the
Greek myths and legends. The terrible curse that plagued the
royal houses of Mycenae and Thebes, Jason and the golden
fleece, Perseus and the dread Gorgon, the wooden horse
and the sack of Troy--these amazing stories have influenced
art and literature from the Iron Age to the present day. And far
from being just a treasure trove of amazing tales, The Greek
Myths is a catalogue of Greek myth in art through the ages,
and a notable work of literature in its own right.
The world of the Marvel Comics superheroes began in 1961
thanks to talented creators such as Stan Lee, Jack Kirby,
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than just a collection of comic book stories for kids; the
characters, and the fictional universe they inhabited, evolved
into a sophisticated series of inter-connected tales that would
entertain millions of readers and movie-goers for decades.
This is the story of how that unique universe was created: a
realm of monsters, gods, aliens, robots, sorcerers, hyperstrong men and beguiling women - a world of fantasy filled
with incredible wonders and unimaginable terrors. Step out of
the ordinary world and into this Marvelous Mythology.
Mythworld is a lavish album of discovery in which the
legendary creatures, battles and heroic deeds of Greek
mythology are brought to jaw-dropping life. Stunning
photographs of ancient treasures are paired with full-bleed
awe-inspiring CGI scenes from the classic myths - your
chance to rediscover gripping tales of the Odyssey, the
Trojan Wars and the adventures of heroes such as Perseus
and Heracles. Lively text explains the historical context of the
myths and an illustrated map showcases the awesome Greek
mythical world. From fates and furies to minotaurs and
muses, this is a book to stir your imagination.
Enter the world of myths and legends with this unforgettable
compendium that spans the centuries and crosses the
continents to share the greatest stories of all time. Sit back
and enjoy more than 80 classic myths retold for the modern
reader with engaging text and eye-catching graphics. Part of
the Big Ideas series, The Mythology Book introduces the
great and the good, from the gods of ancient Greece to the
stories of the Cherokee People of North America. Going
beyond the ancient worlds, this book brings to life influential
tales of Aboriginal Australians and the Aztecs, each packed
with compelling characters, plot twists and turns, and
incredible insight into human existence. Discover the lessons
behind every story and get to the heart of cultures far and
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communities work together to make sense of the world
around them. This is essential reading for everyone who
delights in stories of imagination, action, and adventure,
taking new generations back in time to love and learn from
the stories of the past.
From lightning-wielding Zeus, the supreme Greek god, to
protective Hathor, the Egyptian goddess of love - heroes,
gods, and monsters are brought to life in these retellings of
myths from around the world. Myths, Legends, and Sacred
Stories is a children's book that invites you to explore all the
well-known stories from Greek and Norse mythology, and a
range of other cultures across more than 100 tales. Discover
the fascinating myths of Anansi, the West African trickster
god who takes the form of a spider; the story of the Wawilak
Sisters of Arnhem Land in northern Australia, who form the
land as they walk across it; or the Slavic tale of Ivan as he
chases the mischievous Firebird. Read about ferocious, maneating monsters such as the Minotaur and Fafnir the dragon,
and the legendary heroes that fought them, like Theseus and
Sigurd. Also included are the legends of Robin Hood, and of
King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, epics from
Asia, such as the Mahabharata and Gilgamesh, and a host of
tales from Aztec mythology and a range of other cultures. As
well as offering the retellings themselves, Myths, Legends,
and Sacred Stories: a visual encyclopedia investigates the
meanings of these primal stories, examining why these tales
have stood the test of time over thousands of years. Themed
features draw together elements that are common to myths
from all over the world, such as shapeshifters, mythical
beasts, and magical weapons. Panels on modern retellings,
such as Percy Jackson and The Little Mermaid, help to show
why these myths are still relevant to our lives today.
"Eighty of the world's greatest myths and characters, from the
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graphics"--Amazon.com.
Eyewitness Mythology is an intriguing and captivating
introduction to the culturally diverse world of mythology.
Discover everything from creation myths, the origin of
humans, and mythical beasts, to gods and goddesses - and
explore how different mythologies explain the mysteries of our
world. Find out about the supernatural powers of the gods,
the mystical powers of shamans, the purpose of the Native
American Sun Dance, and the story behind the stunning
medicine beaver mask. Discover who swallowed the Sun god
Ra, the secrets of the towering totem pole, how many animals
make a Chimera, who had snakes for hair, the magical
powers of Thor's hammer, and much, much more! With
stunning photographs of masks, jewellery, and sculptures,
Eyewitness Mythology offers a unique view of mythology and
its gods, goddesses, heroes and monsters. See Native
American love dolls, a fire-breathing dragon, African trickster
Eshu, and the one-eyed Cyclops. Includes a fact-filled wall
chart perfect for bedrooms or classrooms.
From the intriguing world of pharaohs in Ancient Egypt, to the
arts of Greece and Rome, to the amazing culture of the
Mayans, Eyewitness: Ancient Civilizations looks at the world's
most intriguing societies and the legacies they left behind.
The most trusted nonfiction series on the market, Eyewitness
Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their
subjects with a unique integration of words and pictures.
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